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Abstract
Rationale: It is broadly known that addicted subjects have frontal dysfunction which is translated into: 1) low
frontal activity in areas related to executive functions involved in the control over drug use; and 2) high frontal activity
in areas related to incentive salience involved in the craving for drug use.
Method: Electrical activity was correlated with days of abstinence and then sham-controlled session of
transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) was performed in crack-cocaine users up to one month of abstinence.
They were randomly divided to receive left cathodal/right anodal tDCS (20 min, 2 mA, 35 cm2) or sham procedure
over the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC).
Results: Absolute values from low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (LORETA) indicated that the
activity in both left and right DLPFC increases progressively from the tenth day of abstinence. The left cathodal/right
anodal tDCS prevented the increase of the activity in the left DLPFC facing crack-cocaine cue presentation in the
visual P3 time window (350–600 ms). Spontaneous changes in the right DLPFC were not affected by tDCS.
Conclusion: Prefrontal tDCS seems to modulate the DLPFC response to drug cue exposure in this preliminary
study with crack-cocaine users suggesting this technique as an effective tool in reducing craving during early
abstinence.

Keywords: Crack-cocaine dependent; Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex;
Event-related potential; tDCS

Introduction

window of 250-500 ms. The P3 wave is typically observed in more
anterior brain areas [22] and is sensitive to general and specific arousal,
contributing to attention activation and information processing [23].
The association between P3 amplitude and cue-reactivity has been
described in volunteers with history of cocaine use [8,24] and other
drugs [25,26]. These studies report increased craving after the
presentation of drug-related cues, as well as an increased P3 amplitude.

The mesocorticolimbic dopamine system and the nigrostriatal
dopamine system both contribute to cue-induced cocaine seeking
[1-3] and other behavioral effects of cocaine, including cocaine reward
[4,5]. It is well known that areas from prefrontal cortex (PFC) that are
involved in these drug-related processes are activated when drug
addicted are exposed to either the drug or some drug-cue [6-14]
postulated that this enhanced activity of PFC could contribute to the
compulsive self-administration and the lack of control (impaired
inhibition) in addicted subjects and also contribute to disruptive
cognitive operations that impair judgment and favor relapse [14].

The tDCS is a technically simple tool of non-invasive brain
stimulation used to modulate neuronal resting membrane potential in
humans leading to changes of cortical excitability [27-29] and it is well
established that cathodal current decreases cortical excitability while
anodal current increases excitability [30-33].

Experimental investigations of addictive phenomena by using a cuereactivity paradigm have been performed extensively [15-18] and a
growing amount of evidence suggests that electroencephalographic
activity of frontal-central areas increases when cocaine users are
exposed to pictures of cocaine compared to neutral images [19-21].
Using scalp surface electrodes, the event-related potential (ERP) can be
recorded in response to a variety of sensory stimuli, and much
information can be obtained from these electrodes after a given task
with a high temporal resolution.

So, the objective here is to unprecedentedly investigate the
neurophysiological effect of tDCS on the brain of crack-cocaine
addicted patients through the cue-reactivity paradigm to check if
neuromodulation is able to change brain activity while they are
visualizing drug cues.

One of the most studied endogenous ERP components is the P3
wave, which is the largest positive going peak occurring within a time
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Our hypothesis is that tDCS over DLPFC (applied just before cuereactivity paradigm) is able to change the cortical activity in this area
during the cognitive potential P3 while crack-cocaine users are
visualizing drug cues.

These are preliminary studies in order to cautiously advance with
the proposal of using tDCS in the treatment of crack-cocaine
dependence.
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Material and Methods
Subjects
This study included sixteen crack-cocaine addicted subjects as
defined by the DSM-IV, recruited from the Center for Psychosocial
Care for treatment of abuse and dependence of psychoactive
substances disorders in Espírito Santo, Brazil. All participants had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
The inclusion criteria for this study were: (1) patients between the
age of 18 and 60 years; (2) met criteria for crack-cocaine dependence
according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, fourth edition (DSM-IV), as determined by clinic
evaluation; (3) no more than 30 days of abstinence; (4) in stable
clinical condition with no need for inpatient care; and (5) able to read,
write, and speak Portuguese. Conversely, exclusion criteria included:
(1) a diagnosis of epilepsy, convulsions, or history of severe brain
injury; (2) any contraindication for electrical brain stimulation
procedures such as electronic implants or metal implants; (3)
suspected pregnancy for female participants; and (4) cardiac
pacemaker.

system. Data were recorded with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, analog
filtered between 0.016 and 1000 Hz with common average reference.

Experimental design and task
We adapted a cue-reactivity paradigm [34] following standard cue
reactivity paradigms well established for pictures [35] and videos [36].
During the pictures presentation the subjects were asked to press a
button whenever the crack-related pictures were presented, and to
withhold the response (50%) when the neutral pictures were presented.
This allowed us to assert that patients were aware about pictures
presentation and the number of errors (false or miss) of the subjects
included in this study was zero or 1.

Stimuli
Three pictures related to the consumption of crack-cocaine (i.e.,
crack-related cues) such as crack rocks, pipes or paraphernalia used for
substance use, and someone inhaling the substance constituted the
target visual stimuli. Meanwhile, three neutral pictures that were
unrelated to the consumption of crack (i.e., neutral cues) such as a
landscape with a small road, a field of flowers, and a butterfly
constituted the non-target visual stimuli.

Treatment and data collection were conducted according to the
ethical principles in the Declaration of Helsinki, which are equivalent
to those established by the Ethics Committee for Research at the
Center of Health Sciences, Federal University of Espírito Santo, Brazil
where this study was conducted. Ethical approval for this study was
provided by the Brazilian Institutional Review Board of the Federal
University of Espírito Santo (registration 296/10), Brazil. We are
presenting results from the study registered at the ClinicalTrials.gov
Protocol Registration System under identifier NCT01337297.

The trial consisted by the running of a randomized sequence of 90
visual presentations (15 times for each picture) approximately at eye
level, using a 17 inch monitor (1280 × 1024 × 32-bit color, 60 Hz
refresh rate). Each picture was presented for 1000 ms, at intervals of
2000 ms, so the entire procedure lasted 4.5 min. The default screen
consisted of a black background at all times. All pictures were
presented using Presentation 10.0 software (Presentation,
Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc, Albany, CA).

General Procedures

Data processing

The sixteen subjects enrolled in this study were divided into two
groups that received two types of electrode placement: 1) six subjects
received left anodal tDCS; 2) ten subjects received left cathodal/right
anodal tDCS. The protocol of left anodal tDCS had to be interrupted
because all patients that were receiving the real procedure were
relapsing. At this point, we changed the electrode placement and
continued the trial. At this manner, the results from anodal tDCS were
not considered because of the very small number. This observation also
reinforces the need of cautiously including a limited number of
patients in these preliminary studies of the use of neuromodulation in
addicted subjects.

All EEG data were processed using BrainVision Analyzer 2.0
Professional (BrainProducts Ltd., Munich, Germany). Data were
offline filtered from 1 Hz to 10 Hz and after ocular correction by
independent component analysis and visual inspection for artifact
removal all datasets were segmented into epochs from -200 to 800 ms
relative to picture onset and averaged. All epochs were retained.
Baseline correction was performed using the prestimulus interval (i.e.,
-200 to 0 ms). Low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography
(LORETA) was used to estimate the three-dimensional intracerebral
current density distribution (μA/mm2). Together with the high
temporal resolution of ERP, these functional images of electric
neuronal activity have been exploited successfully in applications that
validated LORETA with Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) findings [37-40]. In this study
we focused our analysis on DLPFC as the region of interest (ROI) and
the mean of LORETA absolute value from 350 ms to 600 ms (P3) from
this ROI was plotted. Middle frontal gyrus including Brodmann areas
9 and 46 was the evaluated area accurately during P3 segment.

They were fully informed about the experimental protocol and
voluntarily signed an informed consent form and randomly assigned
to receive real brain stimulation (tDCS group) or receive a simulation
of this procedure (sham-tDCS group). The experimental protocol
consisted of global physical and clinical examination and
electrophysiological recording of brain activity during the random
visual presentation of three drug-related images and three neutral
images before and after a single session of tDCS.

EEG recording
The electrophysiological recording was obtained through a 32channel system (QuickAmp40, BrainProducts Ltd., Munich, Germany)
using active electrodes with an integrated impedance converter for
noise subtraction circuits (actiCAP BP; BrainProducts Ltd, Munich,
Germany) placed on the scalp following the International 10/20
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Brain stimulation
Direct currents were transferred via a pair of carbonated-silicone
electrodes (35 cm2) with a thick layer of high conductive gel for EEG
underneath them according to our previous study [41]. The electric
current was delivered by an electric stimulator (Striat, Ibramed
Indústria Brasileira de Equipamentos Médicos Ltd, São Paulo, Brazil).
For brain stimulation, the cathode electrode was placed over F3 (left
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DLPFC) and anode over F4 (right DLPFC) according to the 10–20
international system.
The currents flowed continuously for 20 min with an intensity of 2.0
mA. For the sham procedure, the electrodes were placed in the same
position, but the stimulator was turned off after 20 s (gradually from 2
mA to 1 mA and then was off) in such a way that subjects felt the
initial itching sensation at the beginning, but received no current for
the rest of the stimulation period. This procedure allowed keeping
subjects blind for the respective stimulation condition [42].

Statistical analyses
Data were presented by mean and standard deviation (S.D.). Once
data from DLPFC activity in line with days of abstinence were
normally distributed (D'Agostino-Pearson omnibus normality test)
linear regression was performed and P value was according to Pearson
correlation. The effect of tDCS was analyzed with the Wilcoxon test,
since the differences in activity between before and after tDCS did not
fulfill the criteria for normality. A p-value of 0.05 or less was
considered to indicate a statistical significance. GraphPad Prism 6.0
(GraphPad Software Inc, USA) was employed for statistical analysis
and graphic presentations.

Results

Figure 1: Current density distribution (LORETA) and correlations
with days of abstinence in crack-cocaine addicted individuals. The
plots show the association between absolute values compared to
days of abstinence in the both left and right DLPFC during P3
(350–600 ms), and the corresponding linear regression line
(significant result for C: r=0.70, p<0.005 and D: r=0.59, p<0.05).

Sample
Ten crack-cocaine dependents that had no more than 30 days of
abstinence were included in these preliminary findings. Concomitant
use of other drugs of abuse includes alcohol, nicotine, marijuana and
cocaine. Comorbidities present were mood disorder (depression),
generalized anxiety disorder and bipolar disorder. The standard of
crack use, considering the number of rocks per week, varied from 5 to
50. The list of medication included in this study, their classes and doses
are presented in the table below (Table 1).
Drugs

Class

Dose (mg/day)

TCS

25-50

Chlorpromazine

Antipsychotic

100

Promethazine

Antipsychotic

25

Diazepam

Benzodiazepine

20

Buspirone

Anxiolytic

10

Sertraline

SSRI

50

Antipsychotic

4

Amitriptyline

Risperidone

Table 1: List of medication, class and dose from patients included in
this study.

DLPFC activity from early abstinent crack-cocaine users
The cortical activity was measured during the visual cue-reactivity
paradigm. The points at the graphic (Figure 1) correspond to the mean
of absolute value from DLPFC LORETA from 350 to 600 ms relative to
picture onset indicating the activity of DLPFC during the P3 brain
cognitive potential while subjects were visualizing crack-related
pictures.
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Figure 2: Current density distribution (LORETA) responses in the
left and right DLPFC under visual exposition to drug-related cues
and bar representation of after minus before activity in the tDCS on
sham and real group (single session of sham/tDCS, 20 min, 2 mA,
35 cm2; ***p<0.0001; Wilcoxon non-parametric paired test. All data
are represented by mean ± SD).
Up to seven days, the DLPFC activity had no correlation with time
of abstinence. However, the significant effect of this early abstinence in
the DLPFC activity starts to appear from the tenth day, from when the
increase of activity is correlated with days of abstinence (D'Agostino
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and Pearson omnibus normality test followed by linear regression;
p=0.0045 for left DLPFC and p=0.014 for right DLPFC, Pearson
correlation coefficients were computed).

ERP before and after tDCS
Subjects received real or sham tDCS. No significant difference was
found between them related to the days of abstinence (sham=15.25 ±
11.66, n=5; tDCS=10.22 ± 7.22, n=5; p=0.2959, unpaired t-test).
Absolute values of DLPFC activity were analyzed before and after
brain stimulation (Figure 2). The tDCS was able to prevent the
increasing P3 brain activity on the left DLPFC when patients were
visualizing drug cues (p<0.0001; Wilcoxon nonparametric paired test).

Discussion
In this study we observed that the brain activity measured precisely
during P3 cognitive potential from both left and right DLPFC of crackcocaine users increases from the tenth day of abstinence. Hereafter, we
observed that a single session of left cathodal/right anodal tDCS over
DLPFC prevented the increase of the brain activity in the left DLPFC
while patients were visualizing crack-related pictures. No difference
was observed in the right DLPFC.
A great challenge of studying neuromodulation is the variety of
factors associated with drug dependence, as comorbidities - generally
mood and anxiety disorders, concomitant drug use and different
classes of medication used for the treatment of those comorbidities.
The standardization of the treatment for each drug abuse dependent
will be benefited by trials with lager samples and our team has been
working in this sense. Far as we know, we are the first group purposing
neuromodulation in the treatment of crack-cocaine dependence and
the aspects that strengthen the use of tDCS is its described effect on
cognitive function. Cognitive impairment is a common mechanism in
drug abuse, which involves the prefrontal cortex function. So, the focus
of prefrontal cortex neuromodulation as an alternative treatment of
crack-cocaine dependence is to increase the cognitive function
allowing better control over drug use as discussed below. Following
this rationale, cortical neuromodulation can be also purposed for the
treatment of other drugs of abuse as we have suggested [43].
The PFC activity increases when patients are facing the drug or
some drug-related cues. This evidence suggests that the PFC, at this
condition, may be much more involved in the craving response rather
than in the control over it. It was already showed that the metabolism
in the PFC of cocaine-addicted subjects exposed to a stimulant drug is
increased (an effect that was associated with craving for the
administered drug) while non-addicted subjects exposed to the same
drug had decreased metabolism in these regions. Thus, the activation
of these prefrontal regions with drug exposure may be specific to
addiction and associated with the enhanced desire for the drug [44].
Furthermore, the enhancement of activity in drug-related processes
including emotional responses (medial OFC and ventromedial PFC in
craving), automatic behaviors (OFC in drug expectation and ACC in
attention bias) and also higher-order executive responses through the
activation of the DLPFC involved in drug-related working memories
[44] may constitute the prominent factor that precedes relapse.
While short-term abstinence was proposed to increase cue-induced
response in the PFC, it was proposed that cognitive intervention
attenuates this response [45]. When cocaine abusers purposefully
inhibit craving when exposed to conditioned drug-cues, specific
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changes in brain regions that process reward and prediction of reward
occur, or else, regions involved in processing conditioned responses
decrease their activities. According to Volkow et al. [46] “The frontal
mediation of a neural circuit involved in the craving response provides
a target for topdown cognitive interventions that may be
therapeutically beneficial. Interventions that strengthen a weakened
but still functional fronto-accumbal circuit may increase the ability of
cocaine abusers to block or reduce the drug craving response.”
Following this rationale, we are now moving toward the investigation
of the effects of cathodal tDCS modulation of the left DLPFC once we
observed in this study that cathodal tDCS over the left DLPFC
decreased the DLPFC activity during crack-cue visualization.
Experimental studies have shown that exposure to drug-related
stimuli increases cravings in drug-dependent individuals. However, the
most commonly used measures are subjective self-reports, which
assess the ‘desire’ for a particular substance though objective
physiological and behavioral responses can also be measured. ERPs
studies have been increasingly used for a more objective measurement
of the motivational attribute of drug-related stimuli in human subjects.
In spite of its low spatial resolution, ERPs have an excellent temporal
resolution, allowing the investigation of the time course of emotional
processing and drug cue reactivity. We enforce this tool as an objective
outcome for research in the cognitive field considering that ERPs
capture different stages within emotional processing and other
components can be evaluated. An elegant study conducted by Dunning
et al. found that deficient electrophysiological response to pleasant and
unpleasant images was most evident during later processing in current
users of cocaine; still according to these authors, this deficit may be
indicative of impairments in sustaining non-drug-related goaloriented motivation, predisposing addicted individuals to drug use as a
mechanism compensating for the reduced response to other
reinforcement (including reward) [20].
Transcranial electric activity has been shown to be associated with
frontal-related cognitive changes in healthy subjects and several
psychiatric conditions [47-55]. Previous study from our lab showed
specific clinical and electrophysiological (as indexed by P3) effects of
tDCS on patients with alcohol dependence in which we demonstrated
that anodal tDCS over left DLPFC resulted in an improved cognitive
function [41]. Not only transcranial, but also epidural stimulation was
already used to study emotion regulation and the impact of cognitive
control on neural response to visual stimuli. Hajcak et al. [56] studied
five patients with treatment-resistant mood disorders stereotactically
implanted with stimulating paddles over DLPFC bilaterally and this
study corroborated the role of DLPCF in regulating measures of neural
activity that have been linked to emotional arousal and attention.
Though the number of studies on frontal neuromodulation has been
growing in psychiatric disorders, efforts are needed to propose this
technique as an effective repetitive therapy in the treatment of such
conditions.
Other issues that must be considered here are the possible
mechanisms involved in the process of drug dependence development.
There are evidences that neuroinflammation plays a role in the
pathophysiology of addiction. Inflammatory cytokines are able to
increase expression and activity of some neutrotransmitters, as
dopamine and serotonin, or their receptors or any protein involved in
their presence and activity in the synaptic cleft [57]. These
neurotransmitters can induce a psychostimulant effect, which can
mimics brain reward induced by drug administration. Additionally,
drug abuse is involved in the up-regulation of inflammatory mediators
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[58]. These findings show that the pathways involved in the
neuromodulation as treatment for addiction can be broadly explored.
There are limitations of this study that need to be considered.
Samples of crack cocaine users were small because of their own clinical
characteristics (high rates of drop-outs, low adherence to
biopsychosocial or to any other therapeutics, etc.) and the complexity
of the experimental protocol (clinical and cognitive evaluation, EEG/
ERP, tDCS), limiting assumptions about the clinical relevance of our
findings. However, all data have been supported by the most cited
literature in drug addiction.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Conclusion
Our findings show that crack-cocaine users during early abstinenceespecially from the tenth day-have a growing increase in the DLPFC
activity during P3 cognitive potential (350-600 ms) while they are
visualizing drug-cue. Hereafter, we observed that prefrontal tDCS
modulates the DLPFC response to drug cue exposure. These data
encourage additional studies on the cortical neuromodulation as an
alternative tool in the treatment of drug addiction.
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